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ABOUT US

FAST FACTS

OKR International is the flagship
brand under the auspices of its
parent group, Seven People Systems
Pvt. Ltd.

Helping organisations globally to
differentiate their only competitive
advantage (People) has been our raison
d'être since the time of our inception.

Our purpose is to help transform
organisations by making them more
agile, more collaborative and more
successful. We have a global
footprint in 12 countries with a
repertoire across 20+ industries.

Our OKR solutions are aimed at
creating practical, workable solutions
that are based on Cross Industry
Experience & Global Practices. We are
global leaders in OKR Implementation,
Training & Coaching.

Company: Seven People Systems Pvt. Ltd.
Founded: 2007
Headquarters: Mumbai, India
Operations: South Asia I South East Asia. I
Middle East
Founder & MD: Nikhil K Maini
Directors: Kenneth Lewis I Raj Mehta

World Leaders in OKR
Implementation,
Training & Coaching
Our world class solutions backed by
decades of research and a scientific
approach make us unique.
With proven improvements to client
company bottom-lines, we are one of
the leading OKR consulting outfits
with a global operations in 12
countries.

India. South Asia. South East Asia. Middle East.

OKR
CONSULTING
Our time-tested OKR Implementation
Framework helps you in making OKRs
successful from the word go.
You need a partner that not only brings
OKR expertise to the table, but also a
deep repertoire of industry knowledge
with a strong background in strategy
execution and agile change management.
With decades of global experience in
performance management and culture
transformation, our time-tested
framework is easy for your employees to
understand and robust enough for you to
see changes from the very first quarter.
Our 8-step process offers you a plug and
play array of implementation services. We
can help you with full OKR implementation
or any part within this process with a
Build-Operate-Transfer model.

OKR
TRAINING &
CERTIFICATION
OKRs are fast emerging as the top 10 tools
to help organisations grow exponentially
in the post-pandemic business era.
With the likes of Google, Microsoft,
Colgate-Palmolive, Intel, Spotify, LinkedIn,
et al going the OKR way, it offers a simple
way to connect your strategy to your
company goals and your people.
Once you are Certified on OKRs, you will
enable yourself to train your clients or
colleagues on how to use OKRs, align
them to your team and organizational
goals and also coach leaders from time to
time.

OKR
COACHING
So you got your self an OKR software and
now you are wondering how to go about
implementing OKRs within your team or
company?
Better still, you’ve read ‘the book’ and
watched some webinars/videos on
OKRs and feel confident of running OKRs
on your own?
Sounds familiar? OKRs look simple to
implement, but they may well turn out to
be rather tricky. Our team of world
renowned OKR coaches can help you
every step of the way.
Whether its coaching for OKR Planning
or OKR Implementation, we have you
covered.
OKR International offers remote, virtual
coaching services in the midst of the
current pandemic related travel
restrictions.

CONTACT US
PHONE
+91.9820222774
+91.8104856725

We are a
dedicated team
aiming to make
you more agile,
more
collaborative &
more
successful.

e-MAIL
nikhil@okrinternational.com

WEB
www.okrinternational.com
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